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1. Introduction. A finite group G is efficient if it has a presentation on n generators
and n +m relations, where m is the minimal number of generators of the Schur multiplier
M(G) of G. The deficiency of a presentation of G is r-n, where r is the number of
relations and n the number of generators. The deficiency of G, def G, is the minimum
deficiency over all finite presentations of G. Thus a group is efficient if def G = m. Both
the problem of efficiency and the converse problem of inefficiency have received
considerable attention recently; see for example [1], [3], [14] and [15].

In particular, in response to a question of Wiegold [19] concerning the efficiency of
direct powers of groups, several papers have appeared; see [4], [5], [6], [12] and [13]. An
efficient presentation for PSL(2,5)2 was given by Kenne in [12] and for PSL(2,5)3 by
Campbell, Robertson and Williams in [5]. In [6], direct squares of the projective special
linear group PSL(2,p) are shown to be efficient for all primes p. In addition to
considering direct powers, the efficiency of direct products of some simple groups has
been investigated; see [11], [13], where efficient presentations are given for PSL(2,5) X A6

and PSL(2,5) x A7.
In this paper we give a new method for obtaining efficient presentations of direct

products. This method allows us to give a simpler proof to that given in [6] that
PSL(2,p)XPSL(2,p) is efficient. The power of this new method is illustrated, in this
case, by leading naturally to an efficient presentation for SL(2,p) x PSL(2,p). The main
result of this paper uses this method to obtain an efficient presentation for PSL(2,p) x
PSL(2,p) x PSL(2,p), where p is a prime. This leaves us a long way short of answering
Wiegold's question in [19] which, in essence, asks whether PSL(2,p)n is efficient for all n.
However, it is worth noting that the approach given here gives an efficient presentation
for PSL(2,p)3 on six generators that looks more promising than earlier methods which
relied heavily on obtaining two-generator presentations. We give two further applications
of the method, showing that A6 X PSL(2,p) and PSL(2,p) x / are efficient for all primes
p,p>5, where J = PSL(2, q) x C2 or / = PGL(2, q) depending on q. Finally we give an
efficient presentation for PSL(2,5)\

For any group G, we let G' denote the commutator subgroup of G and let Z{G)
denote the centre of G. The group H is a central extension of G if there is a subgroup
Z == Z(H) with H/Z ^ G. H is irreducible if there is no L < H with H = ZL. In the case
that Z < / / ' , H is called a stem extension of G and a stem extension with Z = Af(G) is
called a covering group of G. For perfect groups G, a covering group is uniquely
determined. Moreover, if G is perfect and H is a central extension of G, then H' is a
perfect irreducible central extension of G with H'I{Z f~l H') = G; that is, H' is a stem
extension of G. For further information on stem extensions see [17].

The Schur multiplier of the direct product G x H may be calculated by the
Schur-KUnneth formula M(GxH) = M(G)xM(H)x(G®H); see [18]. The Schur
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multipliers of SL(2,p), PSL(2,p), A6 and PGL(2,p) are, respectively, trivial, C2, C6 and
C2 (where we assume p is prime, p s 5). Consequently, we have the following results.

Group Multiplier

SL(2,p)XPSL(2,p)
PSL(2,p)n

PSL(2,p)xA6

PSL(2,p)xPGL(2,q)

c2a
C2xC6

C2XC2

2. A new approach to efficient presentations. In many of the papers cited above,
the technique used to obtain an efficient presentation of G X H is to write down the
standard presentation of G X H from (not necessarily efficient) presentations of C and H
that have small deficiency. This presentation of G x H, however, usually has too many
relations (including many commutator relations) to be efficient. Reducing the deficiency is
often achieved by showing G x H is generated by a smaller set of elements of the form
gh, g e G, h E H, and rewriting the presentation in terms of the new generators. For
example, see [5] for details.

Here we introduce a new approach to obtaining an efficient presentation of G x H
that leads naturally to a presentation in terms of the original generators of G and H. We
consider G and H each given as a homomorphic image of a triangle group and, from these
presentations of G and H, we construct a presentation with a small number of relations
defining a group L. The group L has a central subgroup D with LID = G X H. In the
cases we consider L is perfect, and we compute D by using the fact that D is a
homomorphic image of M{G x H).

The referee has pointed out that there are other ways of computing D, for instance
using computations of generators of second homotopy modules (see [2]) in combination
with the main theorem of [9].

Our technique is illustrated in the first theorem which gives, as a corollary, an
alternative proof of Theorem B and Corollary C of [6]. It is based on the following result.

LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a group with a,b eG satisfying a' = (ambs)n, where e, 8 = ±1,
m and n are integers. Then (a, b) is a cyclic subgroup of G and a'~mn = bSn.

Proof. The relation shows that [a,ambs] = 1, which implies [a, b] = 1. Hence (a, b) is
abelian. Note a = (ambs)tn and bs = (ambs)x-fmn, so that b = (ambs)s^-emn). Thus
(a, b) = (ambs). The second part of the assertion follows from rewriting the given relation.

D

Throughout the rest of the paper we shall make use of Sunday's presentation of
PSL(2,p) in [16]; namely

PSL(2,p) = {a,b\a2 = bp = (ab)3 = (ab4ab(p+m)2 = 1).

We also require the following lemma.
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LEMMA 2.2. If H is the group given by the presentation

H = {a,b\a2 = s,bp = (ab)3 = u, (ab4ab(p+m)2 = t, s, u, t central involutions)

for p prime, p s 5, then s = t.

Proof. Hl(u) is a perfect group and is a stem extension of PSL(2,p) with
presentation

(a, b\a2 = s , b p = (ab)3 = 1, (ab4ab(p+1)l2)2 = t,s,t cent ra l involut ions) .

It is SL(2,p) rather than PSL(2,p) since the generators for SL(2,p), given by

\ , (1 ON
J' H i 1>

0 - 1

1 OJ
satisfy these relations. Using these matrix generators, it is immediate that s = t in H/(u).
Therefore J S I (modu) in Hand so either t = s or r = su. In the latter case a presentation
for / / is

(a, b\a2 = s,bp = (ab)3 = u, (ab4abiP+m)2 = su, s, u central involutions)

and, factoring out by (s), we obtain a perfect group with presentation

(a,b\a2 = \,b" = (ab)3 = (ab4ab(p+m)2 = u,u central involution).

Since u is non-trivial, this group is not PSL(2,p). Nor is it SL(2,p) since a would be the
unique central involution, forcing the group to be abelian. Thus s = t in H as required.

D

THEOREM 2.3. Let G be the group presented by

(a, b,x,y\ y'W-^ab)3 = ab(abx)2 =

where p is prime, p ^ 5 and e e {1,-1} is such that p = e(mod 3). Then G = SL(2,p) X
PSL(2,p).

Proof. Let H = <a, 6), tf = (x, v). From Lemma 2.1, the relations of G imply

[ab,y] = [ab,x] = [b,x] = [a,xy] = l, (ab)~3 = yp = x2 = b'p,

From the first four relations we obtain [a,x] = [a,y] = [b,y] = 1, and so [H, K] = 1, H,
K<G, and G is a central product of / / and K. Let D = <a2,x2,(^V(/'+1)/2)2)- Clearly
D^HDK<Z(G) but, in fact, D = Z(G) as G/D = PSL(2,p)x PSL(2,p) has trivial
centre. Moreover, as G/D is finite then G' is finite. It follows that G is finite since G is
perfect. By [19], D is an epimorphic image of M(PSL(2,p) x PSL(2,p)). Note that Z> is
not trivial since PSL(2,p) x PSL(2,p) cannot have a deficiency 1 presentation. Hence D
is isomorphic to C2 or C2 x C2. Now G/// = KID = PSL(2,p) = HID = G/K and so H
has a presentation of the following form:

H = (a, b | a2 = s, b" = (ab)3 = u, (ab4ab(p+1)l2)2 = t, s, u, t central involutions).
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From Lemma 2.2 we have s = fin H. Thus, K has a presentation of the form

K = <JC,y | x2 = yp = w, (xy)3 = s, (^4xy(p+1)/2)2 = M» " central involutions).

Now / / and # are central extensions of PSL(2,p) and so H' and K' are perfect extensions
of PSL(2,p) giving

PSL(2,p) as H'lH' n £> = X'/AT' D D,

where D = (y, M). Since a is trivial in / / / / / ' and x2 is trivial in K/K' we now have s e H'
and u 6 K'. We claim that H' = SL(2,p). Suppose, by way of contradiction, H' =
PSL(2,p). Since PSL(2,p) = H'lH' n D and 5 e / / ' n D we must have j = 1. Now K' is
either PSL(2,p) or SL(2,p). If /C' is PSL{2,p), then u = 1 and hence Z> = 1, which is a
contradiction, or K' is SL(2,p) in which case K7<x/x/l>+1)/2> = PSL(2,p), which is again
a contradiction. Therefore H' =SL(2,p).

Further, as above, K' cannot be SL(2,p) so that K'=PSL(2,p) and u = 1, s?*l.
Now

/ / = <a, fe | a2 = (afe4afe(p+1)/2)2 = s, b" = (afe)3 = 1, 5 a central involution),

which is perfect and so H = SL(2,p). Also

K = (x,y\x2=yp = (xy4xy(p+1)/2)2 = 1, (xy)3 = s, s a central involution),
which is not perfect and PSL(2,p) = K/(s) = K'. Again, from K/K', we see that (xy)3 has
order 2 in K/K' and so (xy)3 is not trivial in K/K'. Therefore (xy)3 g K', giving s g tf'.

> = <s) = / / n t f a n d s o / / n K ' = l. Thus

) x PSL(2,p) =
and

Hence G = 5L(2,p) x PSL(2,p). D

COROLLARY 2.4. For p o prime, p > 5, PSL(2,p) x PSL(2,p) is efficient.

Proof. Add the relation a2 = 1 to the relations defining G in Theorem 2.3. •

The method we have used yields an efficient presentation for SL(2,p) x PSL(2,p) on
four generators. We may now rewrite this presentation on two generators as shown in the
next result.

COROLLARY 2.5. The group SL(2,p) X PSL(2,p) may be presented as

(M, W I u-3wp(up-V+2)2 = K ' V - 1 W( p + 3 ) / 2 )2(upw2)2 = up(u"wp)2 = 1)

and PSL(2,p) X PSL(2,p) as

(u, w | u"(upwp)2 = u-3w"(up-3wp+2? = (wp-6Mp-12wu-(p+3)/2)2 = (upw2)2 = 1),

where p is a prime, p^5.

Proof. In the presentation given in Theorem 2.3, put u=y(p~')l3ab and w =
b(p~mx, so that y = u~'3, ab = utp, b = w'2, x = w" and a = utpw2. Rewriting the
presentation in Theorem 2.3 in terms of these generators gives the required result.
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Finally, adding the relation (upw2)2 = 1 (corresponding to a2 = 1) gives the presentation of
PSL(2,p)XPSL(2,p). •

THEOREM 2.6. SL(2,p) x PSL(2,p) is efficient for all primes p.

Proof. Since SL(2,2) = PSL(2,2) = D6, an efficient presentation of 5L(2,2)X
SL(2,2) is given in [5] or [6]. For p = 3, it may be verified using GAP or MAGMA that
the following is a presentation of SL(2,3) x PSL(2,3):

(x,y | x2yAxY = (x3y)3y9 = yx-2y-lx-2y3x-2 = 1>.

For p s 5 the result follows from Theorem 2.3. •

3. An efficient presentation for PSL(2,p)3. We use an extension of the method
illustrated in the previous section. We consider G,H and K, each given as a
homomorphic image of a triangle group, and construct a presentation with a small
number of relations defining a group L with a central subgroup D such that LID =
G xHXK. We compute D in the case where L is perfect by using the fact that it is a
homomorphic image of M(G X H x K). In this section we apply the method to show that
the direct cube of PSL(2,p) is efficient for p2:5. To do this we first generalize Lemma
2.1.

LEMMA 3.1. Let G be a group and a,b,c e G satisfy the relations

a(ab~1)2 = l, cy = {ckab-'f,

where y = ±1 and k is an integer. Then (a,b,c) is cyclic and the relations b2 = a3 = c(6*~r)

hold in G.

Proof. From the proof of Lemma 2.1 the relation a(a6"1)2 = l gives a = (ab~l)~2,
b = (ab~l)~3. Furthermore, {a,b) = {ab~l) and (c,ab~l) = (ckab~]). This shows that
(a,b,c) is cyclic. Since (a,b,c) is abelian, cy = (ckab~lf gives cy~6k = iflb~xf and the
result follows. •

THEOREM 3.2. The group PSL(2,p)3 is efficient, p prime, p ^ 5 .

Proof. Consider the group G generated by {a, b,x,y, u, v} subject to the relations

xy{xya-x)2 = \, (1)

W«(V(l'-«)«jCyfl-I)«=lf (2)

uv(uuT])2 = 1, (3)

y = l, (4)

= \, (5)
1)6 = 1, (6)

= l, (7)
l)6 = lt (8)

{ab*ab(p+mT2{xy 4xyu>+l)n)2(uvAuv(p+m)2 = 1, (9)
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where € e {1, -1}, p = e (mod 3).
Applying Lemma 3.1 to each of the pairs of relations (/), (j + 1), where i = 1,3,5,7,

we see that the following relations hold in G:

[a,xy] = [a,v] = [xy,v] = 1, [b,x] = [b,uv] = [x,uv] = 1,

[ab,y] = [ab, u] = [y, u] = 1, [b, xy] = [b, u] = [xy, u] = 1,

vp = a
2 = (x>03 = Z>p = x2 = (m/)3 = yp = u2 = (aft)3.

The first 12 relations above show that any element from one of the pairs {a, b}, {x,y},
{u, v} commutes with each of the four generators in the other two pairs.

Let D = (a2, (abW+m)2, (xyAxy(p+1)/2)2). Clearly G/D = PSL(2,p)3 and so D =
Z(G). A straightforward matrix reduction shows that G is perfect. Then D < C and so
D, being a homomorphic image of M(PSL(2,p)3), is elementary abelian of order dividing
8. Letting H = (a, b), K = <x,y) and L = (u, v) we see that [H, K] = [//, L] = [K, L] = 1
and H,K,L< G. We have H = H'D, K = K'D, L = L'D and, arguing as in the proof of
Theorem 2.3, each of H', K' and L' is isomorphic to SL(2,p) or PSL(2,p). Also
a2 = (ab'abip+m)2 e Z(// '), x2 = (jry V + 1 V 2 ) 2 e Z(/C') and u2 = (MU4UU(P+1)/2)2 6
Z(L'). Now as a2 = x2 = u2 we see from (9) that a2 = 1. Hence Z(G) = 1. •

We may also give an efficient presentation of PSL(2,p)3, where p^5, on two
generators as follows. In the presentation given in Theorem 3.2, let c = v<-p~'V6xya~1.
Then v = c~'6 and xya'1 = c€p. As xy(xya~1)2 = 1 we obtain xy = c~t2p and a = c~epxy =
c~t3p. Put w = b{p~tV6uvx~l, so that b = w~t6 and UUJC"1 = w'p. Use «u(uux"1)2 = l to
obtain uv = w"e2') and x = w-epuv = w"e3p. Hence v = we3pc"t2p and u = w " ' ^ ' 6 . Now
rewrite the presentation in Theorem 3.2 in terms of the generators c and w and apply
Tietze transformations to obtain the following defining relations.

For p = 1 (mod 6) the defining relations become

c-3"w-6(c~3pw~6c~6H'2p)2 = 1,

3pc-2pyp-Wc-lpw-6c-<,w2p)6 = ^

(w-2p+24C3/'-18WP+3c)2(c-2p(H'3''c-2p)3C-2''(»V3''c-2''){P+1)/2)2 = 1.

For p = - 1 (mod 6) similar defining relations may be given.
Since PSL(2,2) is isomorphic to the dihedral group of order six, an efficient

presentation of PSL(2,2)3 is given in [5]. An efficient presentation of PSL(2,3)3 = A\ is
given in [7]. Combining these results with Theorem 3.2 we have the following result.

THEOREM 3.3. For all primes p, P5L(2,p)3 is efficient.

4. Some other applications. We further illustrate the power of the method by
proving that PSL(2,p) X A6 is efficient for p > 5. We also show that, for all primes p s 5
and certain primes q ^ 5 , PSL(2,p) x PGL(2,q) is efficient. Other applications are given
in [3]. For PSL(2,p) X A6 we make use of the following presentation of A6; see [8].

A6 = {a, b I a2 = bA = (flfe)5 = (oft2)5 = 1).
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THEOREM 4.1. For any prime p^S, PSL(2,p) X A6 is efficiently presented as

(a,b,x,y |abdabfxf = b(bxy)3 = y(y^-1)l2a)2 = x2 = xy(xya)2a-2

= {ab2)i{xy4xy(p+mfa2 = l).

Proof. Let G be the group presented in the statement of the theorem. From Lemma
2.1 we obtain immediately that the relations

[x,ab] = [b,xy] = [a,y] = (ab)5 = b\xyf = y»a2 = 1

hold in G. We rewrite xy(xya)2a~2 = 1 as axya~l = (xy)~2 and raise this to the third power
to obtain a(xy)3a~l = (xy)~6. Hence

ab4a-l = b~8. (10)

Also yxyxyaxa'1 = 1 and so, using b\xy)3 = l, we obtain axa~l = b4x. Squaring this
relation gives

(bAx)2 = l. (11)

Hence b4xb4xy = y and, since [6,xy] = 1 and x2 = 1, we obtain

ybAy-' = *>-\

Therefore [y2,b4] = l. Then bY^b-^y"'1 and, as ypa2=\, we have b4y-la~2b~4 =
y~xa~2, which implies a~2b~Aa2 = yb~4y~1 - b4. From (10) we have a2b4a'2 = bi6 and
therefore b20 = 1.

Using (11) and [y2,b4] = l we see that [b4,{xy4xy{p+mf] = 1. Also a2b4 = b~4a2.
From (10) we have abs = b4a and so b4(ab2) = (ab2)b8, which shows that b4{ab2)5 =
(ab2)5bs. From these results we see that the relation

b\ab2f{xy4xy(p+l)l2)2a2 = b4

implies {ab2f(xy4xy(p+m)2a2b-% = b4, so that bu = 1. As b20 = 1 we deduce that b4 = 1.
Hence [a,x] = [x, b] = [>>, b] = (xy)3 = 1.

Let D = (a2, {xy4xy{p+1)rlf), K = {a,b) and H = (x,y). Then G/D = PSL(2,p)xA6

and, since G is perfect, D is a homomorphic image of C2 X C6. Note that a2 e £> s Z(G),
so that a12 = 1. Now (oft2)5 = a~\xy4xy'-p+mT2 and we obtain

(a62)2fl(a/>2)-2 = fl-6^4^^^^)"^"2- (12)

We square relation (12) to obtain a2 = (jty4ry(p+1)/2)~4. Therefore

(ab2)5 = (xy4xy(p+x)l2)2.

Thus D is a cyclic group generated by (xy4xy(p+m)2. However, (xy4xy(p+m)2 e H' and
D £ Z(H). Furthermore, G/K = HID = PSL(2,p). Thus H is PSL(2,p) or 5L(2,p) but,
as x2 = l, we conclude that H is PSL(2,p). Therefore (xy4xy<-p+1)l2)2 = 1 and C s

D

We now show that an efficient presentation of PSL(2,p)xA6 exists for any prime p.
It remains to show that PSL(2,2) x Ab and PSL(2,3) x /46 are efficient. It may be proved
using GAP or MAGMA that

PSL(2,2)XA6 = (r, s\s4 = rssr\ (r5s3)2 = s6, (j-3r4)2(r4s3)5 = 1)
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and
PSL(2,3) x A6 = (a, b,x,y \ ab((ab)2x)2 = b(bxy)3 = y(ya)2 = x2

= xy{xya)2a-2 = (ab2)5(xyxy2)2a2 = 1).

Both of these are efficient presentations which were found using an approach similar to
that described in [5].

Combining these computational results with Theorem 4.1 gives the following
theorem.

THEOREM 4.2. For any prime p, PSL(2,p) x Ab is efficient.

We note that the case p = 5 of Theorem 4.2 was proved by Jamali in [11].
We conclude our examples using the new method by proving that PSL(2yp) x

PGL(2,q) is efficient for all primes p, with p s 5 , and certain primes q. We make use of
the presentation

{a, b\a2 = bq = (ab2)* = (abab2)3 = 1),

which presents PGL(2, q) whenever the congruence x2 = 2 (mod q) has no solution in the
integers and presents C2 x PSL(2, q) otherwise (details of this result are provided in [10]).
For now, we denote this group by J and note that, in both cases, the multiplier is C2.

THEOREM 4.3. The group PSL(2,p) x / may be efficiently presented as

(a,b,x,y | ab2(ab2xy)3 = xy(xya)2 = y(yu'-1)l2a)2 = b(bO-l)l2x)2 = x2

= (xy4xy(p+m)2a2{abab2)3 = 1),

where p, q are primes ^ 5.

Proof. From Lemma 2.1 we have that the relations

[ab2, xy] = [a,xy] = [a, y] = [b, x] = (ab2)\xy )3 = (xyfa2 = y"a2 = b" = l

hold in G. Then [a,x] = [b2,y] = 1 but, as b = {b2f"-m, we have [y,b] = l. Letting
H = (x,y), K = {a,b) we see that [H,K] = l, H, K<G and G = HK. Let D =
(a2, ixy\y(p+m)2) <HC\K< Z{G). Then G/D = PSL(2,p) x / , where / is PGL(2, q) or
C2 x PSL(2,q). Hence G' is finite and, as GIG' is finite, then G is finite. Now G'DD is
elementary abelian of order 1, 2 or 4, since the Schur-Klinneth formula shows
M(PSL(2,p)xj) is C2xC2. Let z = (xy4xy(p+i)/2)2 and note that z2 = a4 = l. From
(abab2)3 = a~2z~l we see bab2abab2abab2 = az~l. Multiply on the left by b and use
(ab2f = a2 to obtain ab-2a-1b~1ab2abab2 = baz~\ Hence b-2a-]b-ia~ia2b2abab2 =
a~xbaz~l and, as a2 is central, we have

{abab2)-lb2{abab2) = a-'baz^a2.

Raise this relation to the gth power to obtain \ = z~qa2q, which simplifies to z = a2.
Hence, (abab2)3 = \ and (xy4xy(p+m)2 = a2. Thus D is cyclic of order 1 or 2. Now
H/D = G/K = PSL(2,p) and H = DH'. However, (xyAxy(p+l)l2)2 e H', and therefore
D < H' and H = // ' . Hence H is PSL(2,p) or SL(2,p) but, as x2 = 1, we conclude that
H = PSL(2,p) and G = HXK. •

With the above stated restrictions on the prime q, we have the following result.
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COROLLARY 4.4. Let p and q be primes with p,q^5. The group PSL(2,p)x
PGL(2, q) is efficient whenever the congruence x2 = 2 (mod q) has no integer solution.

Finally we show that PSL(2,5)4 is efficient.

THEOREM 4.5. The group PSL(2,5)4 is efficient.

Proof. From the presentation for PSL(2,5)2 given in [6],

(a, b,c,d\ a15 = (bo'1)2 = {ab^a^b-yb5 = ( f o r W 4 ) 2 * 5 = b'a^ba'6 = 1),

the methods described in [5] were used to find the presentation for PSL(2,5)4:

(x,y \xx = [x-2,y-2],y30 = [xi5,y15],(x-1Y2xl$y-4)2y'10 = hix-'Y^y-'x-'Y0 = 1,

(y-'Vy5*-4)2*"10 = 1, (y-'V6)4*-V15*10 = 1).

That this is a presentation for PSL(2,5)4 may be verified using GAP or MAGMA.
D
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